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Apple faces EU's antitrust charges
The blockbuster antitrust trial between Apple and Epic Games will end
today with some unconventional closing arguments. — Bucking big tech:
Rep. Ken Buck (R-Colo.) swore off of donations from big tech ...
Apple-Epic trial wraps up
Epic Games versus Apple may have taken some of our attention, but we gave most of it to the new Apple Silicon
M1 iMac, iPad Pro, and Apple TV 4K — and on top of all that, we got news of Lossless Apple ...
Lisey's Story: Great cast lifts Stephen King's languid, atmospheric Apple tale
What would make someone keep a secret from their closest loved ones for as many decades as
possible? Turns out some insanely unusual events in a person's past had major consequences for
the rest of ...
5 best things our food writers ate in the Twin Cities this week
As one of the largest and most successful companies in the world, we believe Apple’s words and
actions have the power to change lives. We believe this because we have seen Apple do it many times
...
Apple's battle with Fortnite could change the iPhone as we know it
But the outcome of this case could change everything ... currency or Candy Crush currency or whatever
else," Pachter added. "He was offering Epic currency." Epic's lawsuit against Apple is set ...
Forget next-gen consoles. The biggest gaming platform is already in your pocket.
Some of those mobile titles now even rival the quality of games traditionally enjoyed on consoles and
expensive PCs. A decade ago, mobile gaming was underestimated and considered “casual” by both ...
The 2022 Buick Enclave is quietly confident
Taste editor Nicole Hvidsten and restaurant critic Rick Nelson highlight the favorites of their weekly
dining experiences.
Apple employees circulate internal letter calling on the company to support Palestinians
Call it her passion project or an experiment that worked, but Toni Gonzaga has found a platform that, in her
own words, “feeds my soul.” ...
Apple's colorful new iMacs embrace retro design, with cutting-edge twist inside
In a few short months the United States of America has been sucked into a growing tornado-like vortex of destructive
change ordered ... Everybody knows what cotton candy is. It is a focal point ...
Lossless Apple Music and no winner in Epic trial - Apple's May 2021 in review
Android smartwatches have so far very much been also-rans compared to the market-leading Apple Watch, but all
that looks set to change. Google has announced big plans for Wear OS 3, and looks like ...
The Cotton Candy Presidency
Don't expect any groundbreaking changes, but Buick's Enclave gets a nice sprucing-up for 2022. Giving
comfort-minded motorists more of what they want, Buick unveiled the redesigned 2022 Enclave SUV on ...
The Drew Barrymore Movie That ‘Changed Everything’ for Her
Along with her younger sister Kimberly, she founded ‘57 Chocolate ... of stigma against ‘Made in Africa’
products. We want to change people’s perceptions and prove that high quality ...
Why Apple Missed The Enterprise Video Conferencing Boom
REVIEW: A ponderous puzzle that not all viewers may want to solve, this might be one more for fans of the
actors and director than the King himself.
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Over the years, however, Apple's iMac shifted from candy colors to white plastic and ... skin health and
climate change Google turns Android 12 into a TV remote Google debuts Smart Canvas Watch ...
Meet the Sisters Making Revolutionary Chocolate in Ghana
Two Chicago natives and longtime friends are opening No Good Candy in mid-June on the ground-floor
level of St. Cloud's Radio City Music Hall.
The Cat's Out Of The Bag - People Dish On Their Family's Most Alarming Secret
Among the many Drew Barrymore movies out there, the actor has one that changed her life in a major way.
Discover which film it is.
New Chicago-style candy store to open this month in downtown St. Cloud
The Sister Switch Candy Apple
Angelica Ross on Returning to ‘Pose’ and Janet Mock’s ‘F- Hollywood’ Speech: ‘There’s a Lot
of Truth That Was Spoken’
"We try to change the flavors with holidays and seasons. In the fall, we might have Caramel Apple or
Pumpkin Pie, and we usually have Candy Cane and Gingerbread for Christmas. "Our base only ...
Toni talks about ‘passion project’ that feeds the soul
“I’m always grateful for any time any of my Black trans sisters stand up and speak their truth,”
she said. Ross starred on the first two seasons of the series as hot-tempered Candy Johnson ...

Over the years Apple expanded this service to handle up to 32 users at a time, but FaceTime, from the
beginning, was more of a consumer video chat system and not designed for business use.
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